How to get into a K21 Glider
Having put your parachute on your next task is to get into the glider. Although gliders are
enormously strong parts of them are quite delicate and expensive; please move carefully and
gently.
Masked and visored ground crew will be on hand to assist, but the more that you can do yourself
the better for everyone
Step one is to put a mask on and
sanitise your hands. (The inside of the
glider will have been sanitised by the
ground crew.)

Then gently sit on the cockpit side,
reaching across to place your hands on
either side of the cockpit.
DO NOT TOUCH THE CANOPY

The front of the glider will lower to the
ground as you put your weight on it.

Supporting yourself with both hands,
swing your right leg up and over the
cockpit side.
Try to avoid hitting the control column
(circled in red).

Then swing your left leg up and over,
into the cockpit. At this moment your
weight should be entirely taken by your
arms.

Lower yourself into the seat GENTLY.
Then jiggle about until you are
comfortable, with your head below the
canopy housing (green circle)
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Now that you are comfortable it’s time
to strap in. The K21 has a 5 point
harness, and before you stepped into
the cockpit it was laid out as per the
picture.
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First find the Right lap strap – it’s almost
certainly under your right leg! It has a
big buckle on it.
Place it on your stomach making sure
that there are no twists. Then find the
left lap strap and connect it (they just
push home into the buckle)
The find the front lap strap and connect
that too.

Once all three are connected (as per
picture) you need to tighten the left and
right lap straps.
They should be at least as tight as a car
seat belt, without being uncomfortable.
Again, the ground crew will be available
to help.

Then connect the shoulder straps.
Make sure that you don’t pull the
parachute release (circled in red)!

When they are both connected, tighten
by pulling on strap ends, as shown.
Again, they should be at least as tight as
a car seatbelt, but not uncomfortable.
Once you are strapped in the ground
crew will physically check that you are
securely strapped in.

The picture shows how the buckle should look,
with all straps fully home.
To undo the straps twist the catch in either
direction.

CLOSING THE CANOPY
When told to, you will have to close the
canopy. Remember, the canopy is very
delicate, so handle it gently.
Fist reach up with both hands to the white
canopy catches (circled in green).
Then gently lower it to the closed position.
DO NOT SLAM it shut

Then gently lower it to the closed position.
DO NOT SLAM it shut

Once the canopy is closed, when instructed
shut the latches by gently pushing them
forward until they are parallel with the cockpit
side.

CLOSING THE DV Panel
There is a small window in the canopy, called a
DV Panel. You will need to close this too.
Use the knob, and gently push it forward, as
shown.

The Instrument Panel

The electrical
master switch.
Up is on

The air speed indicator –
tells you how fast your are
going (5 = 50 Knots)

The variometer. Shows
how quickly the glider is
climbing or sinking

The electronic variometer – beeps as the
glider climbs. Turned on by pressing both
buttons. Top button turns volume down.
Bottom button turns volume up (you
might be asked to do this in flight).

Altimeter – tells you how
high you are. 2 = 2,000 feet

Radio. Know circled in green is on/off
and volume.
Clockwise is turns volume up (you might
be asked to do this in flight).

